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Oncoage 
OncoAge is a Hospital-University Federation (FHU) dedicated to foster innovation for ageing 
population and Cancer management. It has been awarded in December 2015 by AVIESAN and 
it is supported by the Hospital University of Nice (CHU) and the Côte d’Azur University (UCA).
OncoAge brings together the CHU of Nice, the Center Antoine Lacassagne (CAL), the Lenval 
Foundation, members of AVIESAN of the Côte d’Azur University, Léon Bérard Center (CLB) 
of Lyon, Gustave Roussy Institute of Villejuif, teams of research institutes IRCAN, IPMC, iBV, 
C3M, L2PM, Inria, the Department of Mathematics of the UCA. Through these teams the FHU 
involves INSERM, CNRS, Inria, CEA and UCA.
These structures bring together their respective strengths in order to develop projects devoted 
to the development of care, research, innovation and education/training in the field of cancer 
and ageing.

MD Anderson Cancer Center
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center (MDACC) is one of the world’s most 
respected centers devoted exclusively to cancer patient care, research, education and 
prevention.
The mission of The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center is to eliminate cancer in 
Texas, the nation, and the world through outstanding programs that integrate patient care, 
research and prevention, and through education for undergraduate and graduate students, 
trainees, professionals, employees and the public.
It shall be the premier cancer center in the world, based on the excellence of its people, their 
research-driven patient care and its science. 
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MONDAY, 7 SEPTEMBER, 2020 

Session I

10.00 am:  Welcome and introduction 
Jeanick Brisswalter, University Côte d’Azur President
Charles Guépratte, Director General of Nice University Hospital  
Paul Hofman, FHU OncoAge Director
Ignacio Wistuba, MD Anderson Cancer Center

Chairperson: Nicola Normanno, MD, Head Experimental Therapy 
Section, Int-Fondazione Pascale, Napoli.

10.30 - 11.15 am: Don Gibbons, (MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston USA) Exploring   
 immunotherapy response and resistance in non-small cell lung cancer.

11.15 -12.00 pm:   Fabrice Barlesi, MD, PhD, (Institut Gustave Roussy, FHU OncoAge, Villejuif, 
France) What do we already learn from the PIONeeR project ?

12.00 - 2.00 pm:  Lunch

2.00 - 2.45 pm: Ignacio I. Wistuba, M.D., PhD (MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston,  
 Texas, USA) Translational molecular pathology perspective of lung cancer  
 neoadjuvant immunotherapy.

2.45 - 3.00 pm:  Jean-Yves Blay, Centre Leon Bérard, FHU OncoAge, Lyon, France       
Personalized treatment at the local and advanced phases of rare cancers

3.00 - 3.45 pm:  Tina Cascone,  MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, USn Cancer Center, 
Houston, USA. Neoadjuvant immunotherapy for operable non-small cell 
lung cancer: From preclinical models to clinical trials

3.45 - 5.00 pm:  Benjamin Besse, Institut Gustave Roussy, FHU OncoAge, Villejuif, France 
Research on prevention and treatment of non-small cell lung cancer: A new 
academic approach 
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TUESDAY, 8 SEPTEMBER, 2020

Session II

8.30- 9.00 am:  Welcome

Chairperson: Albrecht Stenzinger, MD, Institute of Pathology, 
University Hospital Heidelberg, Germany.

9.00 - 9.45 am:  Humam Kadara, Field carcinogenesis and phenotypic evolution of lung 
cancer 

9.45 - 10.30 am:    Valérie Vouret, Institut of Research for Cancer and Aging, FHU OncoAge, 
Nice, France. The ATP/P2RX7 axis improves PD-1 blockade immunotherapy 
in lung cancer

10.30 - 11.15 am:  Mani Sendurai,  MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, USA. Role of   
 epithelial mesenchymal plasticity and cancer stem cells in cancer   
 progression

11.15-12.00 am:  Jean- Erland Ricci, Mediterranean Center for Molecular Medicine   
 C3M, FHU OncoAge, Nice, France. Metabolic regulation of    
 cancer cells’response to treatment

12.00 - 2.00 pm:  Lunch

2.00 - 2.45 pm:  Pierre Saintigny, Centre Leon Bérard, FHU OncoAge, Lyon, France. 
Monitoring minimal residual disease in patients with non-small cell lung  
 cancer

2.45 - 3.30 pm:  George Calin, MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, USA. The non-coding                    
rld, from structure to function and therapeutic opportunities

3.30 - 4.15 pm:  Chloé Feral, Institut of Research for Cancer and Aging, FHU OncoAge, Nice, 
Exploiting druggable vulnerabilities for KRAS – driven lung cancer

4.15 - 5.00 pm:   Julien Maziere,  Thoracic Oncology Unit, Paul Sabatier University, Toulouse, 
France. How to overcome resistance to targeted therapies in lung cancer? 
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Nicola Normanno
Dr. Normanno, MD earned his Medical Doctor Degree in 1988 at the 
Medical School, University of Naples (Italy) Federico II. After a residency 
in Oncology at the Oncology Department of the same university, in 
1991 he achieved the specialisation in Medical Oncology, and in 2001 in 
Haematology.
Between 1990 and 1993, Dr Normanno did a postdoctoral fellowship 

at the Tumor Growth Factor Section, Laboratory of Tumour Immunology and Biology, 
National Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA. After being 
senior Investigator and later Acting Chief (2004-2005) at the Experimental Therapy Section, 
INT-Fondazione Pascale, Naples, Dr Normanno is currently Chief of the Cell Biology and 
Biotherapy-Unit at the same Hospital, and since 2006 also Director of the Translational 
Research Department. Since 1993 Dr Normanno’s area of research has been the study of the 
role of growth factors and receptors of the EGF family in the pathogenesis of solid tumours; 
the use of antisense oligonucleotides and inhibitors of receptors in experimental models of 
molecular therapy of carcinomas; identification of markers of response or resistance to anti-
EGFR agents.
Dr Normanno is a member of the European Society for Medical Oncology (ESMO), the 
American Association for Cancer Research (AACR), the Italian Association of Medical 
Oncology (AIOM), and the Italian Cancer Society (SIC). He is from 2018 President of the 
International Quality Network for Pathology (IQN Path) and President Elect of the Italian 
Cancer Society (SIC).
Dr Normanno is a reviewer for several peer reviewed journals among which: Annals of 
Oncology, Breast Cancer Research and Treatment, Clinical Cancer Research, International 
Journal of Cancer, European Journal of Cancer, British Journal of Cancer, Nature 
Communications. He is also Associate Editor of BMC Cancer and Gene.
Dr Normanno is the author of over 200 papers published in peer reviewed journals with an 
H Index of 63.

Albrecht Stenzinger
Albrecht Stenzinger is Professor of Molecular Tumor Pathology and the 
Head of the IPH Center for Molecular Pathology (CMP) as well as Section 
Head for Molecular Diagnostics and Biomarker Development at the 
Institute of Pathology (IPH), University Hospital Heidelberg, Germany. 
He is holding an MD degree from the University of Giessen (Germany), 

completed his residency and fellowship training in pathology at the Charité University 
Hospital in Berlin and the University Hospital Heidelberg (Germany) and is a board-certified 
surgical pathologist and senior attending. Albrecht received postdoctoral training at the 
University of Heidelberg, Germany and Massachusetts General Hospital/Harvard Medical 
School, USA. He has a broad expertise in molecular pathology and works in the field of 
translational research and genetics of solid tumors with a focus on lung cancer.
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Benjamin Besse
Pr Benjamin Besse is Professor of Medical Oncology at Paris-Sud 
University, Orsay, France and a full time cancer specialist at Gustave 
Roussy Cancer Campus, Villejuif, France. Currently, Dr Besse is Head of the 
Cancer Medicine Department at Gustave Roussy Cancer Campus and Chair 
of the EORTC Lung Group. He coordinates the French network for thymic 
malignancies

Jean-Yves Blay
Pr. Jean-Yves Blay is the Director of the Centre Léon Bérard, the 
comprehensive cancer center of Lyon and the Rhône-Alpes region, since 
December 2014. He is also an oncologist, a researcher and a medical 
oncologist professor at the University Claude Bernard Lyon1. 
Pr. Blay has published over 400 peer-reviewed articles, including 130 in last 
author. He has been President of the European Organization for Research 
and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) from 2009 to 2012. He has also received 

numerous awards such as the Hamilton Fairley Award in 2012 from the ESMO and the Henry 
and Mary-Jane Mitjavile prize in 2013 from the National Academy of Medicine. 
Pr. Blay is an active member of the European Society of Medical Oncology, the American 
Society of Clinical Oncology, the American Association of Cancer Research and has served as 
member of Scientific Committees for the ESMO and AACR meetings. He has been a reviewer 
for the Journal of Clinical Oncology, Blood, Cancer, Annals of Oncology, European Journal of 
Cancer, among others. 
His research interests focus on clinical and basic research in sarcomas, targeted treatment 
of cancer, the biology of breast carcinoma and relation between tumor immunologic 
microenvironment and malignant cells with the goal of clinical applications in the fields of 
diagnosis, prognosis and treatment.
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Fabrice Barlesi
Aged 50, Professor of Medicine at the University of Aix-Marseille, 
Prof. Barlesi has until now headed the multidisciplinary oncology and 
therapeutic innovations department of the Nord Hospital in Marseille (AP-
HM) and the Marseille Early Oncology Trials Centre (CLIP2) that he created. 
He holds a PhD in science and management, methods of analysis of health 
systems and a master’s degree in general hospital management from 

ESSEC. Prof. Barlesi also co-founded the French immunology cluster Marseille Immunopôle, 
whose mission is to bring together the immunology expertise of the Aix-Marseille metropolis. 
Within this framework, he coordinates the major international research project PIONeeR 
(Investment for the Future RHU 2017) which aims at better understanding, preventing and 
overcoming resistance to immunotherapy in lung cancer. He was also vice-president of the 
PACA cancer cluster. Prof. Barlesi is the author and co-author of nearly 300 publications 
in international journals and specialized books. In 2018, the European Society of Medical 
Oncology (ESMO) and the International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer (IASLC) 
awarded him the prestigious Heine H Prize. Hansen Award. In 2019, he is listed as one of the 
world’s most influential researchers (Highly cited researchers of the Web of Science Group). 
A specialist in lung cancer, precision medicine and cancer immunology, Prof. Barlesi is one 
of the major players in research on innovative cancer therapies. He has been appointed 
as Medical Director of the Gustave Roussy Institute by Prof. Jean-Charles Soria, Gustave 
Roussy’s CEO. As part of his new functions, he will contribute to the construction of the new 
2021-2026 establishment project and will ensure its deployment inside the medical policy 
he will lead.

George Adrian Calin
George A. Calin is Professor of the Department of Experimental 
Therapeutics, Division of Cancer Medicine, and Co-Director of the RNA 
Interference and non-coding RNA Center, at MD Anderson Cancer Center 
in Houston.
George Adrian Calin received both his M.D. and Ph.D. degrees at Carol 
Davila University of Medicine in Bucharest, Romania. 
After working cytogenetics as undergraduate student with Dr. Dragos  

Stefanescu  in  Bucharest ,  he  completed  a  cancer  genomics  t ra in ing  in  
Dr. Massimo Negrini’s laboratory at University of Ferrara, Italy. In 2000 he became a postdoctoral 
fellow at Kimmel Cancer Center in Philadelphia, PA, and while working in Dr. Carlo Croce  
laboratory Dr. Calin was the first to discover the link between microRNAs and human 
cancers, a finding considered as a milestone in microRNA research history. 
He is presently a Professor in Experimental Therapeutics and Leukemia Departments at  
M. D. Anderson Cancer Center in Houston and studies the roles of microRNAs and other 
non-coding RNAs in cancer initiation and progression and in immune disorders, as well 
as the mechanisms of cancer predisposition linked to non-coding RNAs. Furthermore, he 
explores the roles of body fluids miRNAs as potential hormones and biomarkers, as well as 
new RNA therapeutic options for cancer patients. Simply, he is having fun making discoveries 
and publishing and, from time to time, getting funded grants!
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Tina Cascone 
 Tina Cascone, MD, oncologist and assistant professor of Thoracic/Head & 
Neck Medical Oncology at MD Anderson Cancer Center. 

Chloé Féral
Chloé Féral (team leader and director of research INSERM) has a national 
and international recognition in the field of integrins and  extracellular 
matrix signaling in epithelial homeostasis and cancer. Her  laboratory is 
part of the IRCAN, Institute for Research on Cancer and  Aging, Nice. C. 
Féral was accredited the highly competitive young  research team leader 
position (INSERM Avenir 2009-2013), followed by  Cancer Research 

Charity «LLCC Team» label (2014-2018) and is now granted  by InCa PL-Bio 2019-2022 
(French Cancer Institute). Her work has been  instrumental in deciphering the role of the 
extracellular matrix  receptor, integrin beta1 and its partner CD98hc, a chaperon for amino  
acid transporters, in vitro and in vivo during skin wound healing, aging  and cancer. This work 
was completed with a study on the metabolic  consequences of the specific blockage of 
CD98hc chaperon function.  Recently, she unraveled a novel cross-talk regulation between 
integrin  mechanosensing and cellular metabolism which may constitute an important  new 
regulatory framework contributing to mechanical homeostasis. This  work allowed her to 
gain exposure to mechanotransduction and metabolism  research, with an eye towards 
medically-relevant conditions. Her  laboratory is now developing novel projects on this 
dual function  protein CD98hc revolving around the dual targeting of cell metabolism  and 
extracellular matrix remodeling for an innovative anti-lung cancer  therapy.
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Don Lynn Gibbons
Dr Heymach is Professor in the Thoracic/Head and Neck Medical Oncology 
Department for Cancer Medicine, of The University of Texas MD Anderson 
Cancer Center, Houston.
Dr. Gibbons graduated from Harvard University in 1993 (BA degree in 
Biochemistry), and following completion of a MS degree at The University 
of Texas Health Science Center – San Antonio in 1996 and a MS degree at 
Albert Einstein College of Medicine in 1999, he obtained his MD and PhD 
degrees from Albert Einstein College of Medicine in 2004. 

Dr.Gibbons did his Clinical Residency at Baylor College of Medicine before joining MD 
Anderson Cancer Center in 2006 as a Clinical Fellow and later as a Research Fellow and 
Instructor. In 2010, he was appointed Assistant Professor in the Department of Thoracic/
Head and Neck Medical Oncology with a secondary appointment in the Department of 
Molecular and Cellular Oncology. Dr. Gibbons is a physician-scientist, specializing in lung 
cancer medical oncology and with a lab investigating the unique characteristics of tumor 
microenvironment in lung cancer and mechanisms that drive cancer cells to leave the 
primary tumor and start new tumors outside the lung. He was selected for the Physician 
Scientist Award (2012-2014) and the R. Lee Clark Fellowship (2014-2016), and in 2014, 
he was awarded the Young Physician-Scientist Award by the American Society of Clinical 
Investigation. Dr. Gibbons is the Director of the Thoracic/Head and Neck Medical Oncology 
Translational Genetic Models Laboratory.

John V. Heymach Dr Heymach is Professor in the Thoracic/Head and 
Neck Medical Oncology Department for Cancer Medicine, of The University 
of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston.
He received his undergraduate degree from Harvard University and both 
his MD and PhD from Stanford University Medical School in California. He 
then completed his Internship and Residency at Brigham and Women’s 
Hospital and his fellowship in Medical Oncology at Dana Farber Hospital.  
As a physician-scientist, his research focuses on investigating mechanisms 

of therapeutic resistance to targeted agents, understanding the regulation of angiogenesis 
in lung cancer, and the development of biomarkers for selecting patients most likely to 
benefit from targeted agents. 
Dr. Heymach serves as a Project Co-Leader on the UT Lung Cancer SPORE and is the PI 
on three NCI R01 awards, a V Foundation Translational Research Award, a CPRIT Multi-
Investigator Award Project, and is the site leader on a SU2C award. 
He also serves as leader of the Lung Cancer Program of the Cancer Center Support Grant 
and co-leads the MD Anderson Lung Cancer Moon Shot Program. He is a past recipient of 
the Damon Runyon Clinical Investigator Award, an ASCO Career Development Award, the 
Wilson Stone Award for Basic Science Research, and the Emil J. Frei Award for Translational 
Research.
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Paul Hofman 
Pr Paul Hofman is head of the hospital-related Biobank (BB-0033-00025) 
and of the Laboratory of Clinical and Experimental Pathology (LPCE), Nice 
University Hospital. 
Paul Hofman obtained a M.D. degree in 1989 at the University of Nice 
Sophia Antipolis (France) and a Ph.D .degree in 1994 at the University of 
Montpellier I (France). He performed research fellows at the Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital in Boston (Harvard Medical School, US) from 1992 to 
1996 and at the Max Planck Institut (Tubingen, Germany).

He is professor of pathology since 1995. He is the head of the research team 3 at the Inserm 
1081/UMR CNRS 7284 (IRCAN), located at the Comprehensive Cancer Center Antoine 
Lacassagne, Nice. 
The main topic of the team 3 is related to lung cancer pathophysiology and circulating 
biomarkers discovery. He is the head of the hospital-related Biobank (BB-0033-00025) 
and of the Laboratory of Clinical and Experimental Pathology (LPCE) at Pasteur Hospital 
(University of Nice Côte d’Azur). 
He is the director of the FHU OncoAge. He is member of the Labex Signalife, the BBMRI-
ERIC, the ESBB, the BRIF consortium and of the National Infrastructure Biobank (France). He 
is currently the director of the Master in Biobanks and Complex Data Management from the 
Côte d’Azur University. 

Humam N. Kadara
Associate Professor, Translational Molecular Pathology at The University of 
Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center.
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Sendurai A. Mani
Sendurai A. Mani is an Associate Professor in the Department of Translational 
Molecular Pathology at MD Anderson Cancer Center. He is also the  
co-director of the Metastasis Research Center as well as the Center for 
Stem Cell and Developmental Biology at MD Anderson Cancer Center. 
Dr. Mani earned a Ph.D. from The Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, 
India and then did postdoctoral work with Dr. Robert A. Weinberg at 
the Whitehead Institute/Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA. He then joined the University of Texas 

MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, Texas as an Assistant Professor in December of 2007 
and has been promoted to Associate Professor with tenure in 2013. 
Dr. Mani has received numerous prizes and awards for his research, including a Jimmy V 
foundation’s V-Scholar Award and The American Cancer Society Research Scholar award. 
Dr. Mani’s original finding demonstrating the cancer cells acquire stem cell properties by 
activating latent embryonic epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) program provided the 
foundation and explanation for the presence of plasticity within the tumor as well as the 
development of resistance to various treatments. 

Julien Mariezes
Julien Mazières, MD, PhD, is pulmonologist and an oncologist, heading 
the thoracic oncology program at Toulouse University Hospital in France 
and Toulouse Cancer Institute (IUCT). He also serves as a professor of 
pulmonology there. He is a researcher at Institut National de la Santé et 
de la Recherche Médicale (INSERM) in the Oncology Research Center of 
Toulouse (CRCT, UMR1037). 
Professor Mazières received his medical degree in Toulouse and 

completed specialty training in pulmonology and oncology at the University of Toulouse, 
where he also earned a master’s degree in molecular and cellular biology, and a doctoral 
degree at Paul Sabatier University, also in Toulouse.  He has work as a research fellow in 
thoracic oncology lab in San Francisco (UCSF).
His main research interests are early diagnosis, targeted therapies, immunotherapy and 
multimodal treatment for lung cancer, mesothelioma, and thymoma. He is also involved 
in translational research related to lung cancer in women and in prognostic and predictive 
biomarkers. In his research for INSERM, Professor Mazières is working on fundamental 
cancer research with a special focus on RhoGTPAses, tumor invasion, liquid biopsy and 
resistance to targeted therapy in the field of lung cancer.
His work has been published in more than 200 peer-reviewed publications including The 
Lancet, The New England Journal of Medicine, The Lancet Oncology, the Journal of Clinical 
Oncology, and Cancer Research.
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Jean-Ehrland Ricci
Jean-Ehrland Ricci is an Inserm Research Director at the Mediterranean 
Centre for Molecular Medicine (C3M) where he leads the «metabolism, 
cancers and immune responses» team. 
He has been interested for many years in the link between the metabolism 
of tumour cells and their ability to escape cell death and control by the 
immune system. The team has been able to establish that modulating 
tumour metabolism, not only sensitizes cells to the cytotoxic effects of 

chemotherapy, but also allows the development of an anti-tumour immune response.
Recently, Jean-Ehrland Ricci wanted to determine whether a global modulation of 
the metabolism of a mouse (via modulation of its diet) could limit tumour growth. He 
thus described the inhibitory effect of a reduction in dietary protein intake on tumour 
development. This requires the establishment of an effective immune response that limits 
tumour growth. This work therefore indicates that the type of nutrient rather than the 
amount of calorie intake is a central element in tumour growth. This fundamental work 
therefore sheds new light on the link between diet and cancer. However, it will be crucial to 
validate these observations in humans in the near future.

Pierre Saintigny
Pierre Saintigny is a medical oncologist and physician-scientist at Centre 
Léon Bérard in Lyon, heavily involved in the development of translational 
research programs. 
He is affiliated to the Department of Medical Oncology, to Alain Puisieux’ 
team (EMT and Cancer Cell Plasticity) at Cancer Research Center of Lyon 
(UMR Inserm 1052 CNRS 5286 - Centre Léon Bérard) and to the Department 
of Translational Research and Innovation where he is the Director of the 

Laboratory of Translational Research and coordinates the Unit of Tumor Characterization. 
Both his training as a postdoctoral fellow and clinical fellow and his previous position as an 
Assistant Professor in the Department of Thoracic/Head and Neck Medical Oncology at the 
University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX, led him to focus most of his 
research in the lung and head and neck field. 
He is also actively involved in the molecular triage programs at Centre Léon Bérard and 
in the large-scale sequencing program AURAGEN in the context of Plan France Médecine 
Génomique 2025. 
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Valérie Vouret
Dr Valérie Vouret-Craviari is Research Director at the CNRS in Nice.
Dr Valérie Vouret-Craviari obtained her PhD in Biology and molecular 
pharmacology in 1994 from the university of Nice Sophia Antipolis, France. 
Until 2008 her work has been mainly focused on how activation of protease 
activated receptor 1 affects cell proliferation. In 2008, Dr Valerie Vouret-
Craviari has joined the team of Prof P. Hofman, where she first focused 
her research on how sub pathogenic E. Coli highjacked HIF-dependent 

signaling pathways to promote gastrointestinal inflammatory disorders.
Dr Vouret-Craviari current research interest as principal investigator in the team headed 
by Prof Hofman lies in P2RX7 purinergic signaling -a new area of research in the onco-
immunology field. Her work is supported by the most prominent French cancer research 
agency: the PLBio program of the “Institut National de la recherche sur le Cancer”.

Ignacio I. Wistuba
Dr Ignacio I. Wistuba is Professor and Chair of the Department of 
Translational Molecular Pathology, with a joint appointment in Thoracic/
Head and Neck Medical Oncology at M.D. Anderson Cancer Center. 
He is Director of the Thoracic Molecular Pathology Laboratory, co-leader 
of the institutional Tissue bank and Pathology Resources, and director of 
the ECOG-ACRIN Central Biorepository and Pathology Facility. 
He is a surgical and molecular pathology specialist with a strong record 

of scientific achievement in lung cancer with over 480 peer-reviewed papers and several 
book chapters. His research interests include the elucidation of the molecular abnormalities 
involved in the pathogenesis and progression of lung cancer, and the identification of novel 
molecular targets and validation of biomarkers for targeted therapy. 
At MD Anderson Cancer Center, Dr. Wistuba oversees biomarker studies for lung cancer 
therapeutic and other solid tumors clinical trials, and he is co-leader of the Moon Shot 
APOLLO platform. He currently serves as the pathologist of SWOG Lung Cancer Committee, 
the Lung Cancer Mutation Consortium (LCMC), and chair of the Pathology Panel of the 
IASLC. He serves as senior editor of Cancer Prevention Research (AACR) and Annals of 
Oncology (ESMO).
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